
Niveau A2

THE PROS AND CONS OF FACEBOOK

1) How would you translate the title of this document in French ?

2)- Is the speaker : a boy a girl☐a boy ☐a girl ☐a boy ☐a girl  ?

3)- What is the speaker’s name ?
 ______________________________________________________________________

4)- Fill in the following sentence with the correct answer : « I joined Facebook ___________________________ »

about a year ago                 about 5 years ago         about 10 years ago         
   
5)- The speaker thinks (choose the most appropriate statement) :

 It’s convenient because she can have lots of friends☐a boy ☐a girl
 She can be in touch with her family☐a boy ☐a girl

 She can keep in touch with people she would not write to otherwise☐a boy ☐a girl

6)- Fill in the following sentence with the correct answer : « I think that Facebook is_______________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ »

...is very useful for keeping in touch with people
…is very useful to get in touch with people
...is very useful to communicate with friends and family

7)- What should we be careful about according to the speaker ?
____________________________________________________________________

8)- What is she also worried about ?
 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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